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Fall in love with Helsinki





	131 kmof shoreline

Enjoy the seaside



40%covered by greenery

Relax in nature



4lively seasons

Check events















See & Do

Helsinki lives and breathes throughout every season of the year

SightsEventsShoppingActivitiesDay tripsNatureNeighbourhoodsAccommodation
	
 
Experience Helsinki saunas




 
Helsinki LGBTQ+






 
Seaside Helsinki 




 
Visual arts in Helsinki





	
 
Design Hotels in Helsinki




 
Quick guide: Hakaniemi Market Hall




 
Enjoy sculptures with a walk through Helsinki




 
Attractions in Helsinki for conscious consumers





	
 
Breathe in Helsinki 




 
Tove Jansson's Helsinki




 
Top 12 sights in Helsinki on Instagram




 
Lovely walking and hiking routes in Helsinki





	
 
Sounds of silence in Helsinki




 
Helsinki in novels




 
In Helsinki with kids




 
Best sounding spots in Helsinki





	
 
10 ways to enjoy the local nature in Helsinki




 
Alvar Aalto's Helsinki




 
Helsinki accommodation for the responsibly minded traveller




 
Helsinki’s most stunning libraries





	
 
Biking in Helsinki














Eat & Drink

Fall in love with the tastes of Helsinki

RestaurantsCafesBars & nightlife
	
 
Michelin-star restaurants in Helsinki




 
The 10 best restaurants in Finland in 2023




 
Cafés by the seaside




 
Vegan dinners in Helsinki





	
 
Restaurants with a seaside view




 
Helsinki's sustainably-minded bars, pubs & clubs




 
Wild and natural food in Helsinki’s restaurants




 
Helsinki's classic restaurants





	
 
5 x drinks with a view




 
Helsinki's restaurants that embrace sustainability




 
Helsinki's best wine bars




 
Helsinki’s accessible restaurants





	
 
Nature is so close in Helsinki, you can taste it













Meet your local guide to Helsinki
Follow in the footsteps of the locals and find your own favourites in the city

	
Sophia Wekesa
Helsinki is perfect for night swimming, partying and napping outdoors.


Antti Kauppinen
Diversity is a natural part of Helsinki.


Annu Kemppainen
Helsinki represents to me freedom and diversity.


Mebe
Helsinki is lively, but not crowded.



	
Noora Al-Ani 
The best thing about Helsinki is all the possibilities to do things.


Sanna Kalmari
It's easy to get a hold of Helsinki.


Matti Rönkä
Helsinki has a size that fits – no need for something bigger.


Ringa Manner
One day I will call myself a true Helsinkian.



	
Klaus Härö
Finest in Helsinki: proximity of the sea and the light.


Aysha Tengiz
Helsinki seems magical already because it’s so far north.


Jack Sachs
Helsinki sounds like a really fun and unique place.


Takashi Nakamura
I want to get a feel for Helsinki.



	
Jesse Markin
I can be around everything here.


Saimi Hoyer
Helsinki has a ring of its own.


Aleksi Pahkala
Helsinki is big enough for an introvert like me to find my own peace.


Mona Eid
I have roots in Helsinki.








See all local guides




Life in Helsinki

Good life from leisure to business in the happiest country of the world

Helsinki FreedomWorkStudyLocal guidesInvestStartup scene
	
 
Happiness in Helsinki




 
Biking in Helsinki




 
Neighbourhoods




 
The best public saunas in Helsinki





	
 
Six beautiful indoor swimming pools in Helsinki




 
23 things you learn when you move to Helsinki




 
12 reasons to invest in Helsinki




 
"Helsinki is a can-do city" 





	
 
Quick guide: How to find work in Helsinki




 
Getting around Helsinki




 
"Helsinki makes me feel secure"




 
“Having an influence feels sometimes very easy in Finland”





	
 
Quick guide: Studying in Helsinki




 
”Nobody ends up on the street, even if they fail”













Think Sustainably
See more





#myhelsinki
Take a peek at how Instagrammers see Helsinki
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